Play is the new work

Why Gamification is a winning
Strategy for empoyee training
launchfire.com

Introduction
Why Gamification?
At the heart of the answer to that question is a simple
truth: traditional workplace training sucks. It’s also
boring and expensive! Did you know that employees clock
an average of 54 hours in training each year, almost half of
which are spent in traditional classroom settings1?
On average this costs companies around $1200 per
learner each year2.
This special report will demonstrate how gamified,
digital training programs reduce training costs and
drive better results.
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What is
gamification?
Google says it’s:
“The application of typical elements of game playing
(e.g., point scoring, competition with others, rules of play)
to other areas of activity, typically as an online marketing
technique to encourage engagement with a product
or service.”3
Our claim?
Turning a task into a game to make it compelling and fun.
In training this means applying game tactics to achieve
four goals:
• create interest in the program
• drive continued engagement throughout
• maximize retention
• measure effectiveness
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Gamification
Tactics for
training
There are dozens of game tactics that
can be used to make training compelling.
We’ve hand-picked 7 commonly used tactics, and will talk
(write) about how their implementation improves results.
1. Progress
Progress is one of gamification’s more efective spells.
Relying on our desire for advancement, progress taps
into our completion instincts and our natural curiosity
about where the story will lead and what challenges
lie ahead.
Featuring avatars whose powers and image improve
as we progress, is one simple way to depict progress.
Progress meters are also strong motivators because
they show us just how close we are to completing
a level, making it hard for us to stop playing.
Useful stuff for Training Managers whose struggle is
to keep employees engaged (are yours playing Pokemon
GO instead?).
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Collection

distinction and still others collect because it’s just
plain fun.4 No matter the reason, many of us are

The desire to collect is one of the oldest human

compelled to spend time and money in our pursuit of

motivators. In prehistoric times humans hunted and

useless booty (and I’m not talking Kim Kardashian).

gathered as a means of sustenance. Most of us no

As trainers we can take advantage of this compulsion

longer need to quest for food and shelter, but we’re

by including badges or trophies in our gamified

still compelled to collect (those gas-station cups

programs. They’re great rewards for having

are particularly problematic for me!) Be it stamps,

completed specifc activities and are great lures to

photographs, art, ticket stubs, trip souvenirs, things

prompt engagement in new challenges.

with ducks on them, you name it. You love it. But why?

They also serve as status indicators (Look At Me!)

Some of us collect for the thrill of the hunt while others

for folks who’ve put in the necessary time to reach

collect to expand their social lives by connecting with

training milestones.

like-minded enthusiasts. Some collect as a means of
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Ratings

Unlike traditional instructor-led training, gamified

In a training program, ratings can lead to significantly

digital programs allow for nearly unlimited replays.

better results. Some nerdy stats we’ve gathered put

But how can you motivate employees to take advantage

retention rates (in the week following) for instructor-led

of the program’s replay-ability? One efective tactic

training at 30% while digital modules that encourage

is to rate their performance. Games like the notoriously

replay have them closer to70%.5

addictive Angry Birds provide a rating after each round.
A one-star rating indicates that you barely completed
the round while a three-star rating means you aced it.
These ratings inspire players to replay rounds to the

Modules that encourage replay have
retention rates closer to 70%.

point of mastery.
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Prizing

Ever heard this? “What’s in it for me?”. As trainers we

In addition to driving participation and engagement,

are constantly looking for ways to add value for our

prizing is always a hit with those who are genuinely

trainees, and a chance to win is a great way to do it.

grateful for the opportunity to win something. Not to

To squeeze every penny out of your prizing budget,

mention, they’ll probably look forward to your next

consider combining both grand and instant win prizes.

program roll-out.

Grand prizes, typically higher value items, create buzz
about your program and drive initial participation.
Instant win prizing (because it’s awarded randomly),
keeps us engaged for longer and prompts us to return
frequently.
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Competition

Competition drivers range from leader boards, to
elaborate player versus player games that incorporate

Everyone knows that competition motivates people,

challenges and live-play.

but you might not know to what degree. A Harvard

In addition to player versus player, training programs

Business School study indicates that people engaged

can feature team competition. We’re often more

in competitive programs are 43% more motivated

motivated when working together in competition

than when they’re engaged in charitable ones. That’s

against other teams. You’d only have to look at the fan

because we have an innate drive to demonstrate

bases of professional sports teams to see this in action.

superiority and success. There’s no better way to do that

Integrating team competition into training programs

than beating your peers in a contest.

encourages cooperation while increasing participation

For trainers, the challenge is incorporating competition

and engagement.
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drivers in a way that makes the program addictive.
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Simulation

While listening and reading are crucial activities on

customers. In addition to being fun, this has trainees

the learning path, it’s through “doing” that we truly

integrate their new skills and knowledge as as they

master course material. Simulations allow us to practice

would in their real job (where they subsequently do).

activities in a virtual environment where mistakes are of

Studies show that when staff are able to apply their

no consequence.

training immediately after learning it, their retention

Imagine a training program for a team that sells cars.

rates go up by as much as 75%.7

After learning the value propositions of each make
and model, trainees can enter a virtual showroom
where they’re challenged to apply their knowledge to
recommend and sell the right cars to the right simulated
launchfire.com
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Storytelling

Driving long term engagement requires tactics beyond
leaderboards and badges. One of the most efective of
these is storytelling. Compelling narratives will take
your gamified training program from a mere game to an
immersive experience. Stories appeal to our emotional

Compelling narratives will take your
gamified training program from a mere
game to an immersive experience.

sides, allowing us to “lose ourselves” in the experience.
Once lost, we’ll learn without realizing we’re learning.
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Measurement
Where tracking and measurement are
concerned, gamified digital training programs
are hard to beat.
For Level 1 evaluations (measuring participants
satisfaction) gathering feedback couldn’t be easier. You
can do away with paper (and all the work it creates) and
have staff submit their feedback digitally. Once saved to a
database, reporting is a simple matter of creating the views
you want.
As we move to Level 2 evaluations, gamified digital training
programs really start to shine. Because all user actions are
recorded, trainers can get granular data like: how much
time users spent on each module, how much employees
have improved throughout the program, what modules are
staff are struggling with, and more.
This rich information can then be leveraged to improve
future training programs and identify specific areas where
more training might be needed.
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While Level 1 and 2 evaluations offer insights about
attitudes and aptitudes they don’t provide much in the way
of impact measurement. We need to do Level 3 (changes in
performance) and Level 4 (changes in business measures)
evaluations in order to measure benefits against costs.
Here again gamification offers some unique opportunities.
By extending our gamification efforts beyond training and
into the realm of employee engagement we can start to
see how our programs are impacting actual performance
and results.
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COST &
Time Spent
We started with it, and will repeat it here:
Corporations save between 50-70% when replacing
instructor led training with digital training programs8.
A mid-size company can reasonably expect to spend about
$214 per employee for an 8 hour training session. Whereas
a digital training program costs companies between $21 $38 per employee9.
Traditional training takes an average of 31 hours a year per
employee to achieve 40% retention results, while digital
training programs achieve 70%+ retention rates with an
average of 2 hours using the program10. I’m no Pillsbury, but
now we’re saving some dough!

Digital training programs achieve
70% retention rates.
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Conclusion
The explosion of new technologies is changing
the corporate training landscape.
Trainers are increasingly turning to digital solutions
to complement, and in some cases replace,
instructor-led programs.
With its inherent advantages (remote delivery,
cost, reuse, tracking, etc.) digital is poised to grab
an increasingly larger share of corporate training
budgets. Being digital isn’t a cure-all for stale training
programs; it’s the combination of digital executions
and gamifcation tactics that’s driving results.
Incorporating game tactics into training makes
things fun, resulting in: increased participation,
engagement, comprehension and retention.
Gamified digital training is more fun, more efective
and cheaper. In game speak that’s a “win-win-win”!

Get better training
for less

LET US HELP!
1 • 800 • 896 • 4115
training@launchfire.com
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